Relax At The Beautiful Beaches Of South Africa

Beaches are a feast to the eyes, a trailing bed to relax & warm and also a place to unleash the
wild sporting instincts. Glorifying examples of the amazing effects of the threatening & loving
water, beaches are a true gift. South Africa, being surrounded by oceans on all three sides
enjoys many of the world’s best beaches. The coastline is stunningly beautiful and is a divine
treat to everyone looking to capture beauty through lenses.

South Africa cradles a large number of beaches. The beaches are groomed to welcome the
visitors. Wondering how beaches can be groomed? The South African beaches are awarded
the ‘Blue Flag’ that stamps the beaches as environmentally adhered, clean and safe. More than
29 sizzling South African beaches have been awarded the Blue Flag. This adds to the highlights
of the beaches.

The beaches are a destination not just for beauty and sunshine, but also for thrilling and
exhilarating water games. South African beaches are an inevitable choice for water surfers. The
surfing spots are a long list and each of the spots guarantee a wonderful and satisfying
experience to the surfer. The surfing spots in the country are the chosen one by most of the
skilled and famous surfers from all around the globe. Surfing in the South African beaches
assures great scenery, perfect surf and also a good amount of safety.

The beaches are the best in the world for surfing, swimming and exploration. The country has
the white-sand beaches and also beaches that offer a good sight of whales occasionally. It will
be a tough task to pick out the best of the South African beaches, but there are a few
exceptionally beautiful and famous beaches that are never to be missed a visit. They are:

·

Eastern Cape : East London, Port Elizabeth, Port St. John’s
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·

Western Cape –Cape Peninsula: Camps Bay, Clifton, Hermanus, Boulders Beach

·

Western Cape – Garden Route: Noetzie, Pletternberg Bay

·

KwaZulu – Natal: Cape Vidal, Umhlanga, Durban, Margate

These are the beaches that are a few of the famous list of beaches in the country. A special
mention of the Durban Beach is very important. The city is seated on a beachfront, wherein
buildings are placed in a way to offer the best beach sight.

The country enjoys a large amount of tourists who love to take in all its beauty, culture, water
sports & the simple overall magnificence.
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